
A properly developed, sited, and functioning 
LLWAS protects life and property from extremely 
hazardous wind shear and microburst conditions.   

AWI’s extensive experience in aviation 
technology solutions and surface weather 

observation systems, provides airports with an 
unsurpassed early detection system in the 

MetObserver LLWAS.

AWI has been providing complex systems of this 
nature for over three decades and offers 

complete turn-key solutions that make your 
airport a safer place to fly.

For more information,
contact a representative or visit

www.allweatherinc.com

1165 National Dr. Sacramento, CA 95834 | 1-916-928-1000 | 1-800-824-5873

LOW LEVEL WINDSHEAR ALERT SYSTEM



A downburst is a strong type of outflow from 
thunderstorms, which causes a headwind that dramatically 
increases airspeed. This would cause a pilot to reduce 
engine speed if they were unaware of windshear. As the 
aircraft passes through the downdraft, this headwind 
diminishes, reducing the aircraft’s speed and increasing its 
sink rate. When the aircraft reaches the other side of the 
downdraft, the headwind becomes a tailwind, reducing lift 
and leaving the aircraft in a low-power, low-speed decent; 
often too low to effect a recovery. 

An early warning system such as the MetObserver 
LLWAS is essential for the safe operation of your airfield.

Detecting and Reporting Windshear and Microbursts

The National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) 
developed the Phase 3 LLWAS in response to the 
shortcomings seen in early LLWAS technology.  After 
years of intense research and testing, the Phase 3 
algorithms have been accepted as the industry standard 
and successfully implemented in more than 100 airports 
around the world.  These algorithms provide a probability 
of microburst detection greater than 90%, while 
decreasing the false alarm rate to less than 10%.

AWI’s MetObserver LLWAS utilizes the FAA certified 
Phase 3 algorithm in order to deliver the safest and most 
reliable LLWAS system on the market today.  A 
MetObserver LLWAS consists of a network of 
ultra-sonic anemometers strategically placed near each 
runway.  Typically, the sensor set would include enough 
anemometers to be placed 2km apart and cover an area 
extending 2 nautical miles from the end of each major 

runway.  The exact number of sensors used is determined 
during a siting evaluation, taking into consideration the 
number of runways, terrain, obstructions, and the like.

What is a Phase 3 LLWAS?

Perform a Siting Survey
Design Your System
Provide a Firm, Fixed Quote
Install & Test the System
Provide Maintenance & Support

Services are a key factor in the success of any project and that 
is especially true for LLWAS.  To ensure the effective operation 
of your MedObserver LLWAS, AWI will conduct a siting 
survey in accordance with FAA order 6560.21-A.  This survey 
will allow AWI engineers to design the ideal sensor array for 
your airport as well as customized software for your chosen 
reporting method.  You will then receive firm fixed pricing, a 
detailed system design, and a timeline for completion of your 
new MetObserver LLWAS.

Add LLWAS to Your Airport

Networking and Integration

Regardless of the platform chosen, the MetObserver LLWAS system reports both wind speed losses and gains 
ranging from 15 knots to 30+ knots.  Events are depicted both graphically and textually enabling air traffic 
controllers to alert pilots of impending dangers.  FlexIDS offers additional visual components to display windshear 
and microburst alerts using a fully customizable graphical interface.

AWI’s MetObserver LLWAS offers the most complete display solutions in the 
industry, allowing our customers to display the LLWAS data on any of three 
supported display platforms.  AWI’s FlexIDS is the ultimate display solution, 
allowing access to your LLWAS data while providing the power of fully 
customized displays, visual & audio alerts, and interaction with other ATC systems.  
AWI also supports viewing of LLWAS data as a component of our MetObserver 
AWOS display or on industry standard ribbon displays.

Complete Display Solutions

Display Platforms
FlexIDS

MetObserver AWOS
Ribbon Displays

Althought a MetObserver LLWAS is a valuable stand-alone solution, it can 
also be purchased as an upgrade to an existing MetObserver AWOS, or as a 

component of the FlexIDS Integrated Display System.  AWI’s flexible 
network architecture allows the LLWAS information to be displayed at each 

controller position via a private LAN or via a web-based architecture.

A MetObserver LLWAS can also be integrated with local Doppler radar for 
accurate and timely reporting of all low level windshear conditions.

Air Traffic Controllers receive real-time data 
from FAA certified ultra-sonic anemometers, 
allowing them to provide critical warnings to 

approaching and departing aircraft.

Low Level Windshear Alert System

Real-Time Alerts for Air Traffic Controllers
NCAR Phase 3 Algorithm
Detects Windshear & Microburst Conditions
Integrates with Doppler Radar
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